: Analysis of H-bond distance constraints in type I and type II UA_h motifs from various RNA X-ray structures. All the structures are from the protein data bank (www.pdb.org). The percentage of A(3) residues in C2' endo is indicated. For type I, the distance between atom N7 from residue R(5) and the 2'OH of residue A(3) has been measured. In type II, the measured distance is between atom N4 of residue Y(5) and atom O1 or O2 of the phosphate of residue N(4.2). For each X-ray RNA structure, the total number of UA_handles with a canonical WC:HG trans bp that have been taken into account in the calculation is indicated in bold. † For these RNAs, the total number of UA_h is indicated between parentheses.
Some UA_h motifs have not been included in the calculation because they correspond to UA_h-like motifs with a WC/HG trans bp other than U:A (23S:Ec_C33, 23S:Ec_C475 and 23S:Hm_G2082) or they do not have a classic X(1):X(5) WC bp (23S:Hm_U481, 23S:Tt_U475, 23S:Hm_U2774, 23S:Ec/Tt_U2739). UA_handles from the following structures (2GOZ, 2QBZ, 1H3e, 1raw, 3BWP) have not been included in the table. n/a, not applicable; # UA_h at position (U1621) from bacterial 23S rRNAs are of type II. The UA_h at the equivalent position in Archaea (Hm_U1696) and Eukaryotes is of the same type even it has three nts in bulge ( Figure 5B ). Table S2 (part 1): List of UA_handle motifs identified in X-ray atomic structures of RNAs. When not listed, the pdb files of the X-ray structures analyzed are the same as those in Table S1 .UA_h motifs are named after the nucleotide number at position of U(2) residue in the corresponding pdb file. We have identified a total of 52 UA_h and UA_h-like motifs that are present at different locations within known NMR and X_ray structures of RNAs. The real number of motifs identified is however higher (107) as some of these motifs are at the same location within homologous molecules. Abbreviations: N, no; Y, yes; N/F, not found; EN/F, expected but not found (this concerns motif signatures that are not observed as classic UA_h conformers but that could be eventually refined as such (see Figure S5) ; n/a, not applicable;
w., with; bp, base pair; WC, Watson-Crick bp; W, Watson-Crick edge; H, Hoogsteen edge; S, Shallow groove edge; bif, bifurcated bp; stk, stacking interaction; bb, base-base interaction; bk, base-backbone interaction; kk, backbone-backbone interaction; itc, intercalating interaction; A-twist, A-minor twist; G-clp, G-clamp; P.i, protein interaction; n.c., not canonical.
Molecule name

Motif location
Modularity
RNA tertiary interactions involving nt positions:
Bacteria Tt (Ec) Archaea Hm
X(1):X(5) U(2):A(3)
Bulge N(4.n) 23S rRNA Nested double T-loop   2  -2, 3H-J  2, 5G  2, 3C, 5F  2  2, 5F  2, 3C, 4B  2, 3B, 4A  2, 4A  7B  2, 5D, S1  2  2, 3K, 5C  2, 3D, 4C-D, 5B, 6  6  2, 3F-G, Refinements of the sequence constraints corresponding to UA_handle motifs. The secondary structures of the 23S rRNAs from E. coli and T. thermophilus were searched for potential sequence signatures corresponding to a broaden UA_handle signature as well as strict type I and type II UA_handle signatures, irrespective of any phylogenetic conservation. Interestingly, more than two third of the broaden UA_handle signatures identified correspond to possible type I and type II UA_handle signatures. However, only 30 to 40% of them are truly folding as type I and type II UA_handle conformers, suggesting that additional constraints exist to prevent or favor some of these sets of nucleotides to fold properly. While most unfolded UA_h sequence signatures are not phylogenetically conserved in the 23S rRNA, they can nevertheless be useful for unraveling possible negative sequence constraints. For instance, by contrast to A or Y, the presence of a G immediately in 5' of X(5) seem to strongly disfavor the formation of UA_handle motifs, at least in bacterial 23S rRNA. In most cases, when B=G, the G form a U:G bp with U(2). Apparently, the possibility of forming a U:A bp is not as detrimental as 50% of the UA_handle motifs have an adenine immediately in 5' of X(5). Among the UA_handles identified in X-ray and NMR structures, B=G for 11%, B=C for 13.5%, B=U for 37.0%, B=A for 38.5%. This result likely indicates that the UA_handle sequence signature is not coding for a very stable conformation by itself and that additional surrounding sequence elements are necessary to be present for conditioning the proper formation of the UA_handle motif (see Figure 2 ). and Tt827) . Interestingly, the UA_handle at location (HmU1696) in 23SH49-H59.1 was initially modeled as a pattern 2 in the first X-ray structure of the 50S ribosomal subunit of Hm (1FFK) but was subsequently changed into a pattern 1 in the second refined X-ray structure of the same molecule (1JJ2). Additionally the exactly same sequence signature at location 23SH83-H86 is modeled according to pattern 1 in Tt (2J01) whereas it follows pattern 2 in Hm (1FFK) and Ec (2AWB). It is possible that these two patterns can interconvert into one another. In fact, the U:A closing base pair of lonepair triloops of sequence UUAAA are often U:Asyn WC trans bp instead U:A WC:HG trans bp in structured RNAs (e.g: L11 binding site (36, 37) , RNase P RNA (38) ). On the other hand, it is also possible that U:A WC:HG trans bp are mistaken for U:Asyn WC trans bp, especially when the resolution of the X-ray structure is greater than 3Å. Therefore, while we cannot rule out that the sequence signature of the UA_h turn might eventually adopt two alternative bp patterns for U(2):A(3):A(s.1), it is possible that UA_h motifs with pattern 2 will turned out to follow pattern 1 once crystallographic structures of the whole ribosome will be obtain at higher resolution. In Table S2 , we have indicated by E/NF those motif regions that are found as pattern 2 but are expected to fold according to the most widespread pattern 1.
